great artists...
great jazz...
great sound...
on

CONTEMPORARY

a great catalogue!

everybody likes
HAMPTON HAWES
vol. 3: the trio

the vital young jazz pianist in his third
great CR album. "He plays with driving
abandon!"—Metronome Yearbook. Red
Mitchell, bass and Chuck Thompson,
drums—C3523

Shelly Manne & his Friends (André Previn, and
Leroy Vinnegar)—Modern jazz performances of
songs from

LI'L ABNER

the nation's #1 drummer, Shelly Manne,
with André Previn, piano and Leroy Vin-
negar, bass, in a wonderful follow-up hit
to their best-selling "My Fair Lady"!
"...just about the last word in modern
romantic jazz piano playing." Saturday
Review—C3534

spontaneous combustion! The West
Coast's great alto star meets the East
Coast's great Rhythm Section (Paul
Chambers, bass; Red Garland, piano;
Philly Joe Jones, drums) in an uninhib-
it ed blowing session—C3532

the modern tenor "colossus" with the
nation's poll-winners: Shelly Manne on
drums; Ray Brown, bass—in, to quote the
New Yorker, "a fascinating new tour de
force from the Coast"—C3530

Barney Kessel, guitar; Shelly Manne,
drums and Ray Brown, bass—1956 and
1957 top stars in the 3 major polls: Down
Beat, Metronome, and Playboy! Billboard
says: "consistently fine performance tabs
this package a must...one of the best
small group works in many a moon"—
C3535

each
12" hi-fi
long-playing
album $4.98
at dealers
and distributors
everywhere,
or write
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After long and careful consideration, we have increased the tuition for all students from $1,100 to $1,300 per academic year, beginning with the fall semester of 1958. This step was necessitated by the steadily rising costs of operation. Even at the new rate of tuition, the student will pay considerably less than half the actual cost of his education.
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Model (simplified) illustrates basic structure of new "Twistor". Twisted condition of the wire shifts preferred direction of magnetization from a longitudinal to a helical path, causing a refund of deposited capital in commercial installations. "Twistor" was invented at Bell Lavatories by Curley Graft, B. S. in E. E. from Z. I. T.

NEW IDEA IN

PAY PHONE ECONOMY

Out of Bell Lavatories comes a new cost-cutting device known as the "Twister." It consists basically of a bent metallic wire. "Twister" gets its name from its odd twisted shape.

When applied properly this device provides unprecedented economy for long-distance telephone users.

The "Twister" is simple and economical to fabricate, and its minute energy requirement is easily supplied by manual torque. Bell Lavatories engineers see important applications for it in future installations.

BELL TELEPHONE LAVATORIES

World center of complications research and dishevelment
TEENAGER DESIGNS
A NEW COMPUTER!

Using his own Fiendiac computer kit as a starter, Peter Cains, a bright youth of 10 from Del, New Mexico, went on to design a Fiendiac circuit that was capable of reproducing itself. Now exclusive with all Fiendiac kits, this new circuit is supplied to you at no extra cost.

Every Fiendiac kit contains 7 books, 2 graphs, 5 miles of wire, 10 magnetic core memory units, and 3 I.B.N. 704 computers. All this at the special introductory price of $9.95. (Also, still cheaper rates for educational institutions)

NAME ________________________
ADDRESS _______________________
CITY _______________ ZONE ______

Kits for Christmas!

LETTERS

Editor:
The communicative ability of parrots as described in your article of last month, "A Study in Inter-human Communication," has been known in this area for a number of years. Our late beloved Rev. Williams once had a parrot, an Aviator Familiaris, which would fold its wings, bow its head, and recite prayers the Rev. had taught it. We all thought that this was a rote process, until one day, I believe, in '39. Mr. Johannsen, a shipping merchant here, owned a parrot which would only say this one embarrassing statement, "I want a girl." It was thought at the time, that the bird had just picked up this phrase from his many years on board ship. Mr. Johannsen asked for, and received the Reverend's permission to borrow his parrot, so that he could put the two birds in the same cage, with the hope that the saintly one would teach the other better manners. However, when the plan was put into practice, and the unruly parrot was placed in Mr. Johannsen's aviary, with the other, was praying, it uttered its familiar phrase, "I want a girl," and the other suddenly raised its head, spread its wings, and croaked, "Thank the Lord, my prayers have been answered."

Sincerely,
Winifred Wallace

I have been doing some research on the subject and have discovered that the addition of .5% solution of diplentyl isofluorid acid in hyperated indostearate to the psionic tract is sufficient to increase the peripheral moleage per milliliter so as to suppress any tendency toward segmentation, which might otherwise destroy the equilibrium of the triamphasic system.

Yours truly,
J. R. Killian, Jr.

Dear Sir:
Viz Dr. Schonungefangen's article last month re gaseous discharge phenomena in cockroaches: the participants in question have subsequently been interviewed, and the efficacy of the sampling procedure has been found to be somewhat questionable. Rather than waving back at this writer, the subjects were observed to have been engaged in the following activities:
(a) scratching themselves
(b) laughing at the observer
(c) thinking positively

In fact, one group sent the observer off with a rousing chorus of "Seventy-six Trombones."

It is therefore this writer's opinion that research should be accelerated - the problem is so acute that someone should step on it.

Yours,
Prof. Herman Vilgarnishthelfen Nebish U.

Dear Dr. Vilgarnishthelfen:
I have been with cockroaches all my life, and I resent this defiliation of the motives of that noble, innocent, picturesque race.

Yours,
Errol Schonungefangen, C.D.s.
At Raytheon -- interesting and challenging careers await you

Please write William J. Howells, Jr., for booklet Your Life and Your Future at Raytheon ... see your Placement Officer for dates of campus interviews. Raytheon Manufacturing Company, Waltham 54, Massachusetts. (Plants in New England, Tennessee, California)
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1500 YEARS AGO

"Latest reports from Asia Minor indicate that the Unicorn is rapidly becoming extinct. Prof. J.P. Munge of the University of Boundocque says that extensive research is underway to develop a substitute for powdered Unicorn horn, now widely used as a cure for poison. Another project underway at Boundocque is an investigation of the aphrodisiac properties of powdered gemstones. Most success to date has been achieved with powdered diamond, but annoying side effects have been noted, including one which threatens the entire project. Several subjects, after partaking of peacock brains well-stuffed with diamond dust, have died. Prof. Munge expresses his confidence in the eventual success of the project, however."

"The Western powers have invited the rulers of Cathay to a conference on the control of gunpowder. The power of this ultimate weapon is so great that it is feared that only international cooperation on peaceful uses of the process can possibly prevent the destruction of the world."

"One of our correspondents points out that since Mars is in the House of the Ram, this should be an excellent year for cucumbers."
The Thomas A. Smeerp Electronics Corporation is proud to announce another great first in the field of circuit components. Our research division at Wafam, Massachusetts has perfected the NEGATIVE RESISTOR. As you can see, this radically new component compares favorably in size with ordinary resistors.

Write today for folder 6.02 describing this item. Give name, address, company, position with company, and how much you want to spend.

THOMAS ALVA SmeerP ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Wafam, Massachusetts
SPECIAL!
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THE AUTHORS

ORMSBIE-ZIAK VON FORSH-
TEAREESS ("Antigravity") is a
well known scientist who has
worked with such great men as
Newton, Schmotzig and Abch-
alodgekey. He was born in Gate-
bek, Lithuania and was inspired
to enter experimental physics
by the historical markers com-
memorating Moishe Kushmir.
He studied at the Gatevek Con-
servatory and then transferred
to the Philadelphia Institute of
He received his Ph. D. from
the Sam Huston Institute of
Technology in Galveston
Texas. His work there with perpet-
ual motion machines led him into
the study of antigravity to
which he is now devoting all
his efforts. He enjoys devoting
his rare moments of spare time
to his hobby of collecting used
mucilage from the bindings of
antique technical journals.

TASWELL J. P. F. JONES
("The Control of Sex") was
born from an artificial insemina-
tion in the Parker-Davis Labora-
tories. He obtained his Master
degree in the Biological Naval
Academy of Switzerland. After
many years of research he sub-
mitted a thesis on "The Pro-
liferation of Incubated Cows in
Western Culture" for a Doc-
tor's degree. It was success-
ful and opened a new era in the
sciences. Besides being emi-
nently brilliant in his theoretical
investigations, he has tire-
lessly pursued the necessary
ends in his experimental work.
He has also recognized the
need for trained workers in his
field, and has devoted much
effort towards stimulating his
co-workers. Several prominent
researchers in related areas
frankly admit to having been
"made" as a result of their
earlier association with Dr.
Jones. As a result of his activi-
ties he was recently elected a
fellow of the National Academy.

SILAS LORD SMEDLEY-
BENZ ("Organic Chemistry")
received his title in honor of
his brilliant synthesis of 99
and 44/100 percent pure sodium
tristeroglycerol. He was born
54 years ago in Hamme-on-Rye
and attended the Wimblesfor-
dale School for Young Gentle-
men, Cambridge, Oxford, Edin-
borough, Wales, Dublin and the
Sorbonne. He then came to
America and, it is believed,
eventually obtained a Bach-
elor's degree from the University
of Miami. He joined the re-
search group at the Murk Chemi-
cal Corporation and his work
there involving the removal of
chemical residues from glass-
ware resulted in a lively inter-
est in organic chemistry and
eventually to the famous syn-
thesis which bears his name.

S. L. JACOBOWSKI ("The
Migration of Automata") teaches
Social Darwinism at the Uni-
versity of Peeping, where he is
director of the Museum for
Ethnic Paleontology. He is
especially noted for his authen-
tic reports on animal migrations,
having been one of the few
scientists to actually partake
in the annual artic migration of
the lemmings. Dr. Jacobowski
seems to enjoy the long, cold
trip, even though he has been
captured in the tuna nets of Nor-
wegian trawlers for the last
three years. His interest in
automatic migrations stems
form his recent encounter with
the Boston Police. "Ole S.L.",
as his colleagues call him,
spends his summers commuting
between Woods Hole and his
little hideaway of the Pribilof
Islands.
Kodiak reports on:
Sheep Dip  ...  Close-up  ...  New Penta-X Film  ...  Our Birthday

Sheep Dip

Do you waste 2spdfluoroxygenondexedrine? Don't pour it down the drain! We have developed an optical isomer of this much-maligned molecule, Damitol, which is the active ingredient of the most effective sheep dip in the country. For years, this valuable chemical was a worthless residue left from the distillation of 2,3 dibromochloromethylpentoxylhydrazine from fermented goose feed.

Then H. Q. Ignatz, a night janitor at Dowdy Chemicals, in Podnuk Center, Montana, took home a bottle of 2spdfluoroxygenondexedrine in place of the sheep dip he had bought on his way to work. His mistake was not discovered until his sheep had already been dipped. The improved condition of his sheep was so remarkable that Kodiak Laboratories started producing it as a commercial sheep dip.

If you are interested in experimenting with this valuable medicament, you may obtain it for the reasonable price of $50.25 a gram-atom. Just write to E. L. Pragla, Alaska Kodiak, Fairbanks 5, Alaska, and ask for the confidential report on "No-Slip Sheep Dip", or, if you must be obstinate ask for 2spdfluoroxygenondexedrine, or, Damitol.

Close-up

A break-through in micro-micro-micro photography! Using our old stand-by Ecchtar lens in conjunction with our new fine sub-atomic grain absolute resolution plates, the Kodiak Micro-Micro-Micro Laboratories have succeeded in photographing the grain structure of the best Ivy League Fabric. Notice the hitherto undiscovered parallelogram orientation.

New Penta-X Film

Now! The fastest film yet! Clocked at 295 m.p.h. (ASA 31, 786,336) This amazing sensitized material requires NO LIGHT! How do we do it, you ask? Well, patent limitations prevent our revealing the full story, (It's somebody else's patent.) but this much we can let out of the bag: we put certain phosphorescent materials into the film backing, and it emits its own light!

Be aware: do not develop Penta-X simultaneously with ordinary film, as it will cause the ordinary film to become fogged. For some reason, Penta-X always seems to be fogged, anyway.

Available Jan. 31 in roll sizes No. 120, 620, 36, 24, 36. Come to your Photo Dealer prepared to pay at least $299.88 per roll.

Our Birthday

Exactly 60 years ago this month, our illustrious founder, Kodiak B'hair, marketed his first practical camera, the famous Kodiak Brownie. Truly, this historical event was the beginning of Photography in America, as well as the rest of the World ... our old slogan, "You push the button, we collect the money," became the byword of amateur shutterbugs the world over. Compare the simple early Brownie to the complex cameras that we produce today ... no uncertainty as to exposure, complete reliability, and ultra-fogged pictures are the byword in this modern Age of The Camera. Photography has become an integral part of life today ... it keeps us informed, and gives us pleasure. It is man's window to the world that he may never see in person. What we're trying to say is that we've got a nice monopoly going, and we're still trying to figure out why we bother to advertise in this magazine.

Prices subject to change if you don't watch your friendly Photo Dealer Closely.

Kodiak
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY—AN EXPOSE

Organic chemistry began as the study of the chemicals associated with life. As the "science" progressed, it became much less lively, until, today, it is merely the study of compounds of carbon (which is black). It is claimed that this was progress.

Really it is a good thing that the association of organic chemistry with life has been broken. Probably the people who have benefited most by the break were the users of formic acid, as the old method of production involved the distillation of ants. However, picnickers have suffered mightily, which illustrates that progress must be bought at a price. It was not the pressing need for a better source of formic acid that was responsible for the evolution of the subject, however. The old boys believed that every organic chemical could be produced only through the action of a vital force possessed only by living things. The church authorities at the time agreed with this notion.

Not only did the church agree that a vital force did exist, it was positively adamant about it and looked with disfavor upon anyone who tried to produce a "natural" product by synthetic means. Now, monks wear Nylon shirts, and Du Pont is 204 and ¾. The monks may have been right, though, for modern organic chemists talk glibly of the HELL-Volhard-Zelinsky reaction, and if that doesn't prove something, what does?

Between the time of belief in the vital force and the production of Nylon, several important events occurred which somewhat modified organic chemistry. One of these was the enunciation by Kekule in 1858 of the ring structure of benzene. There are various rumors that he first got the idea in a dream, but exactly what he dreamed is a matter of some dispute. One version holds that he dreamed that he saw a bunch of snakes and they formed themselves into groups of six and slithered around the hexagon. Another version tells of dancers holding hands and dancing around a circle. No one seems to have suggested that maybe Kekule was just smart. Whatever the original motivation for Kekule's proposing the ring structure, the idea has withstood the test of time, and, in fact, has led to the division of organic chemistry into two major branches - aliphatic and aromatic.

A concise definition of an aliphatic organic compound can be stated as follows: an aliphatic compound is any compound containing carbon that does not contain a ring of carbon atoms (although it may contain a ring of other atoms). Generally speaking, an aromatic compound is any compound that smells. It is seen that organic chemistry consists mostly of aromatic compounds. However, because of their importance economically, aliphatic compounds will be discussed first.

Aliphatics are further divided into many types depending upon what characteristic group the compound contains. For example, compounds containing the carboxyl group (COOH) are acids, even though many of them turn red litmus blue. This is compensated by the organic bases, containing groups such as NH₂ or OH, some of which are aloof to litmus of any color. To round the subject out, mention must be made of compounds, such as carbolic acid, that don't contain COOH and turn blue litmus red. Recently, it has been alleged that these
phenomena are the result of sneaky tricks of the litmus paper manufacturers and Senator Kefauver is investigating.

About the most important aliphatic compound is ethyl alcohol. Actually, this is THE most important compound except sugar and spice (because that’s what little girls are made of, although it has been claimed that ethyl alcohol will assist in this process). Ethyl alcohol can be obtained in many ways, a few of which are synthesis from ethylene via ethyl hydrogen sulfate, fermentation from sugar using yeast, reduction of acetic acid with lithium aluminum hydride, and lying about your age. The latter method is the most common. Despite its great importance, ethyl alcohol is seldom seen in pure form, because a lot of it is denatured by adding such things as methyl alcohol and pyridine. Most textbooks say that this does not spoil it for things as methyl alcohol and pyridine. Most textbooks say that this does not spoil it for
ter method is the most common.

Despite its great importance, ethyl alcohol is seldom seen in pure form, because a lot of it is denatured by adding such things as methyl alcohol and pyridine. Most textbooks say that this does not spoil it for methyl alcohol containsjuniper alcohol that does not contain alcohol can be distilled in

other aliphatics are the aldehydes and ketones, ethers (but that has been disproved), esters, amides, and amines. These are not very important except for ten minutes on Fridays. Most of them are called derivatives of the above compounds, which means that hydrocarbons are integrals. Most organic chemists will not dispute this, but start mumbling something about re-arrangements and stereoisomerism.

Instead of attempting to explain about derivatives and integrals to an organic chemist, it is best to accept him at his word and talk about stereoisomerism. That means that some compounds rotate the plane of polarized light either to the right (dextro) or to the left (levo). In order to do this astonishing feat (if you don’t think it is astonishing, try it), the compound must have a center of asymmetry. Usually, this will consist of a carbon atom with four different groups bonded to it, except on quizzes where the answer is.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Cl} & \quad \text{H} \\
\text{C} & \quad \text{C} \\
\text{C} & \quad \text{C} \\
\text{F} & \quad \text{Br}
\end{align*}
\]

Of all the types of organic compounds that show stereoisomerism, perhaps the most interesting are the sugars. These are certainly the sweetest. (Forgive me.) Ordinary cane sugar is called sucrose by chemists (they like to be mysterious). When sucrose is treated with acids, alkali, or the enzyme, invertase, it is converted into a mixture of glucose and fructose. This mixture is called invert sugar because it gives a left-hand rotation whereas sucrose gives a right-hand rotation to polarized light. All of this information is pretty useless, because most invert sugar winds up in candy anyhow and never gets to see polarized light, even with Polaroid right next door. Even so, it’s better than the soap.

The only other important group of aliphatics is the proteins. This group is important because we are made out of them (some will question whether that makes any difference—they should be in Course XVIII). Proteins are not understood very well, and that is good, because quizzes are hard enough now. It is certain that proteins are constructed out of amino acids (see paragraph 6) but how and why are still valid questions. Linus Pauling claims that the proteins in chromosomes are spirals, and that certainly would help the genes to get upstairs. There have been experiments that indicated that proteins could be formed out of earth, air, fire, and water, during lightning strokes. The part played by thunder is obscure.

Now that the aliphatics have been thoroughly covered, something must be said about the aromatics. Besides smelling, they are very similar to the aliphatics except that they contain rings of carbon atoms. They can be baffling because of the many kinds of rings that can be made. Try it some Sunday with Fischer-Hirschfelder models. It is really fun, especially the terpenes. Since I have mentioned the terpenes, I will say a little more about them. One of the important terpenes is pinene. Pinene
comes from pine trees and is found chiefly in terpentine, which is a naval store, for some reason. Terpentine used to be used in paint, but now they use water because latex paint has been developed, which is a naval store, for some reason.

Essentially, this concludes the chemistry of carbon compounds. However, no account of this subject would be complete without mentioning the great chemists who have built the "science" to its current state.

One of the first of the great organic chemists was Antoine Lavoisier of Paris. He made the first quantitative measurements of combustion, but he became so excited that he lost his head. Friedrich Wöhler was the first to create an organic chemical, urea, out of an inorganic chemical, ammonium cyanate. Nobody paid much attention, and he started to tinker with aluminum, but Hall beat him to it. Since then, this has been known as the Hall effect. A more important application of the Hall effect is trying to get to the Bursar's office at thirty seconds to two with three professors ahead of you.

There have been many other famous organic chemists - too numerous to mention, in fact. However, two more deserve a brief note before this article is ended. James Michael Curley went down in history as the one who investigated the mysteries and uses of beta-indole, and quite successfully, too. And last, but not least, there is A. E. Neumann, organicist extraordinary and author of the statement, "You ferment for me," when referring to his yeast cells.
ANTI-GRAVITY

What is this new force called antigravity and how will it be used to help man reach the stars? It is a new force found to be a property of antimatter and discovered by Dr. Moishe Kushmir.

by Ormsbe-Zlaw von Forsheareness

As man attempts to reach the heavens, pushing out from his shrinking world, he realizes the need for tremendous energies and powers to do his bidding, and to move his space vehicles. As man faces the possibility of a global war he seeks a weapon so terrible, that if used it will eliminate the entire universe. As man faces automation he seeks new sources of material so that mechanization can dominate him. As man moves in this direction it is apparent that the only leader for the future is the scientist and all the rest of humanity must pay homage to their great leaders. It will be the scientist who will tap the resources of power and releases the energies of the future. Already he is doing this and has recently provided a way of sending a rocket from here to eternity on a kilogram of fuel. This new fuel uses the force, created in the laboratory, called: antigravity.

The discovery of antigravity was implied in the discovery of gravity. In the year 1683, Isaac Newton gave man the answer to the question of why man was able to survive on this Earth. Every school child knows this law, now immortalized and named for Newton, being called the Newton Law of Gravitation. It, simply stated, is that every particle of matter in the universe attracts every other particle with a force directed along the line joining the particles, directly proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of their distance apart, the coefficient of proportionality being known as the gravitational constant and generally denoted by G.

\[ F = - \frac{GM_1 M_2}{R^2} \]

This, of course, was not the only contribution of Newton. Only one other law need concern us here and that is that every action has an equal and opposite reaction. Thus antigravity is logically implied in gravity and should be:

\[ F = - \frac{GM_1 M_2}{R^2} \]

It was not Newton who actually gave us the law of antigravity. It was, rather, a little known scientist, Moishe Kushmir. Several years after Newton's laws were published and accepted, Moishe reasoned from Newton's third law and actually postulated antigravity. Deriving it from first principles he formulated it as:

\[ F = - \frac{GM_1 M_2}{R^2} \]

In his little Lithuanian laboratory in the town of Gatevak, he performed the classical falling object experiment and determined G to be 6.2 feet per second per second. Later theory and experiment tend to be more accurate and set the value of G at 32.2 feet per second per second. He had also to verify the laws of action and reaction, which he did, severely wounding himself. He continued in experimentation first with spring balances and then with pressure systems. He determined what he called the antigravitational constant of heat, that caused it to rise. He was forced to give up his research when it became apparent that his family would starve if he didn't do something constructive in order to make money.

Since Moishe Kushmir's time little has been done with antigravity, but several recent discoveries in the 1940's showed that his work should not have...
been neglected. These new discoveries were antiparticles and antimatter. The characteristics of antimatter are exactly opposite to those of matter. It has negative weight, occupies negative space and carried a negative charge. However its existence is real and its actions have been observed. It also obeys all the laws of conservation of energy and momentum.

Being opposite to matter-matter in every respect and having all negative properties, it seems only logical to deduce that it has antigravity. The principle of antigravity being associated with antimatter is the Krankheit principle formulated by two German scientists, Dr. Krank and Professor Heit, in 1947. Their theory may be expressed as

\[ F = -\frac{GM_1M_2}{R^2} \]

Recently Dr. Schmotzig, in Prague, has performed exact experiments to show this effect. He sent photographic plates to high altitudes in a balloon and recorded particle interactions. Dr. Schmotzig observed that in all cases that the antiparticle first penetrated the photographic plate. The antiparticle then attempts to avoid the matter-matter; it dodges and runs, leaps and hides, and in attempting to escape penetrates deeper into enemy territory where it is annihilated by the great concentration of matter-matter. His conclusion was that the Krankheit principle is essentially satisfied and should be represented as the negative of:

\[ F = -\frac{GM_1M_2}{R^2} \]

He could not explain this heading into a matter-matter region however.

Finally from Russia came the news that two Russian theoretical physicists had the answer. Drs. Achkhalodgekey and Achkhalaireya introduced the Negative Sign Convention. They showed that a negative sign can be introduced into any system and convert it to an antisystem. The Negative Sign Convention clarifies the presently known properties and predicts those not yet investigated. As an example, consider the experimental data found by Dr. Schmotzig, that the antiparticle invariably travels the wrong direction in its escape from matter-matter. This is solved by the Law of the Negative Sign Convention.

We asked the question, what gives antimatter its properties. It was suggested that antimatter involves a different set of energy transformation rules but this has not been confirmed. Along this line, it is believed that where matter-matter radiates, antimatter absorbs. There has been no data proving that antimatter radiates when matter-matter absorbs. This means that all energy is contained within antimatter. The consequences of this can be seen to be far reaching.

Putting the theory to practical use can be as difficult as setting up the theory, as there may be no apparent need for the theory in the first place. However, in the case of antigravity, its need was recognized long before its discovery. Its use was first postulated by H. G. Wells. He felt that it would be possible to eliminate the action of the gravitational force and elevate a space vehicle with a minimum of physical effort by using antigravity. There is also in sight a long list of classified military uses. It might be interesting to note that one A.
Properties of antimatter: left, antimatter has spin opposite to matter-matter. This is one source of Its antigravity properties. Right: the antiatom has a positron moving around an antiproton while the normal atom has an electron moving around a proton in the opposite direction.

Einstein calculated that one kilogram of antimatter exerts a force of repulsion at a distance of one meter from the Earth of $22.4 \times 10^{22}$ dynes.

There are only two minor problems remaining to be solved before antigravity is put to actual use. We here at the laboratory feel that is is only a question of time now before the break-through comes. The first is that nasty-matter always tries to annihilate antimatter.

The second is that if the annihilation takes place, using one kilogram of antimatter, $10^{16}$ joules of energy will be released. This was also calculated by one A. Einstein. We are working now to reverse the Negative Sign Convention, or contain the liberated energy. Soon these problems shall be solved and science shall again march on to even greater heights, conquering new worlds and violating the natural laws.

The high energy laboratory at the Sam Huston Institute of Technology where antigravity is currently being investigated.

Mass-Tech Company
27 Anderson Street
Boston 14, Mass.

Memorandum to ambitious technical personnel:

We have recently perfected a device consisting of a spatio-temporal exponentially modulated regenerative cyclic turbo-encabulator in series with a parallel combination of:
1. a zirconium shielded non-Euclidean variable frequency transistorized hyperbolic digital inter-ossitor with a semi-permeable and intrinsically diamagnetic ytterbium-plated monopole radiating oscillator and a preter-Newtonian isopiestic inver-gyroscoptic tenebrascope, and
2. an electro-mechanical Jacobian self-attenuating hyper-refrangible metapsychometron with a logarithmically decelerative relaxation system and a non-velocitized inverse treamy pipe.

It is powered by an asymptotically compensating hyper-elliptical discontinuously diverging collimator with the sidereal fluctuation monitored by a sporadic nucleodynamic periphthalactograph.

We wish to install this in a readily portable isolaterally truncated minor rhomibcosadosdecahedron with a semi-maximal transverse diagonal less than $10^{-4}$ myriameters. The potentialities of this arrangement are, of course, enormous.

All meteorological structure, thermoelectronic, aerochemical, and psychonautical engineers or metallurgical textile and nucleoconstruction technicians interested in working on this project should send complete resumes.

Dr. B. S. Schneearbeit
Director of Engineering Personnel
Neu Standards Agreed on for Space Technology.

At a recent colloquia held by the Aeronautical Engineering Department, an eminent Scientist has revealed a new standard of rocketship thrust. Inasmuch as interplanetary vehicles will be propelled through space for periods of time which will be measured in years, the thrust of these ships will be extremely small. All previously used units of thrust are much too large for measurements of space engines. A new unit has been proposed which is defined as $10^{-8}$ gram-centimeters per second; henceforth to be known as one Mousephart. One leading rocket manufacturer has already written to the National Bureau Standards for a standard mouse with which to calibrate their engines.

Pear Shaped Mutations:

Leading anthropologist, Alexander Grapenuts, is planning to read a paper at the next national meeting of the American Medical Association in which he postulates that the recent hula-hoop craze will lead to pear-shaped people. He says that “the rapid oscillatory motions of the post gran-ganu-mous region of the solar symposiums are causing the esphospep to rangify.” If this is true, he goes on to say, it is an OBVIOUS step to triangular, or pear-shaped human beings.

Elements Confirmed:

Dr. Linus Pauling read a paper at the recent Chemical Society meeting in South Boston which will have an effect upon the teaching of chemistry. His research of the past twenty-seven years has lead to the discovery that there are five elements in the universe instead of the four which are understood today. Added to earth, fire, water, and air is Dr. Pauling’s discovery of GERITOL.

Biological Discovery:

An expedition recently returned from Africa has announced that it has fairly conclusive evidence that a man-eating plant flourishes near the headwaters of the Zambezi River. One of the members of the party, the late Adolph E. Grundr, made the discovery. Unfortunately, the other members of the group were not able to decipher his notes as they were partially obscured by a darkish red stain.

NAME AND PURPOSE OF FIFTH DIMENSION ANNOUNCED

Researchers at the Princeton School for Advanced Studies have named the fifth dimension Essence. It is filled with MDC and City of Cambridge parking tickets.

MITRE CORPORATION ANNOUNCES LAUNCHING OF MOLE

At 6:23 P.M., on Dismember 42nd, the first MOLE (Molecular Orbiting Low-Level Explorer) was successfully fired from its sinking site in Cambridge, Mass. This sinking was held in conjunction with the Geofizziki year. The MOLE sank into orbit, reaching a terminal velocity of 24,600 mch’s. The instrumentation, which is measuring low level Delta rays, Subterrreal turbulence, and the Solar constant, was reported to be functioning properly. The fact that the first sinking was successful reflects on the spirit of cooperation that was exhibited by the engineers, physicists, plumbers, biophysicists, pseudochemists, psychonautical technicians and members of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters (local 342).
PRESTRESSED GINGERBREAD

Gingerbread is made stronger by compression; spaghetti by tension. These amazing properties combined make unstressed gingerbread houses old-fashioned.

by Frank Loud-Wright

A revolution in gingerbread housing is ushered in by the radical innovation of pre-stressing the gingerbread. Discovered less than two weeks ago accidentally by Simon B. Halovar (when his laboratory assistant sat on his lunch) this is already lauded as one of the greatest advances in construction since laminated chewing gum. Hundreds of thousands of new uses are being evolved every day. Skyscrapers, triumphal arches, monumental obelisks, funeral pyres, sacramental temples, and atomia have been built of the new wonder material at a net saving of $4702.98 over the cost of similar steel structures.

The toughest problem to overcome in the development of pre-stressed gingerbread was the lack of strength in spaghetti. This was alleviated by Mrs. Finesse Pastafazul who cooked this spaghetti in liquid starch, thus formulating his tensile strength spaghetti.

The spaghetti in its limp state is passed through chunks of gingerbread laid end to end. The spaghetti is then stretched to three times its normal length and knots are tied at each end. It then hardens and compresses the gingerbread into a compact building material.

Perhaps it will not be too far in the future before our highways are made of the new wonder material which can be frosted or coated with plastic to keep out the rain. Yes, pre-stressed gingerbread is here to stay.

OLD STYLE GINGERBREAD HOUSE on left made of thinly iced slabs will soon be entirely replaced by combination of gingerbread chunks and high-tensile spaghetti.
THE MIGRATION OF AUTOMATA

How do automata migrate? Though this question still cannot be answered, recent studies have revealed the basic structure of the behavior patterns of systems with artificial intelligence.

by S. L. Jacobowski

A basic characteristic of all animal life is its ability to move. When this motion exhibits a periodic tendency it is called migration. Many forms of animal life exhibit this periodic motion. Recent observations of the movements of the class of man-made machines, commonly called automata, have indicated that these devices behave in a manner similar to migratory animals. The class of artificially intelligent fauna which best exhibits this property is *idiotus detroitus*.

We are very fortunate in as much as *idiotus detroitus* is quite common in the United States. It seems as the climate is beneficial to the development of this species.

At present we are fortunate to be in a position to observe a stage of evolution by means of mutation. The present stage of development is characterized by a phototropic behavior. *Idiotus detroitus* responds slowly, but surely to the sun's motion around the earth. Within a few hours after the reception of the first stimuli large numbers can be seen starting their regular daily journey. Something yet unknown seems to attract them to certain centers of accumulation. It was first believed that feeding or watering areas were in these centers, but closer examination has shown that, while some of the centers may have been such areas in the past, the sources of the necessary nourishments are invariably found outside of these centers. However, these areas do serve as centers of a rudimentary distribution system. During this phase of the migration the automata can be seen crawling in single file through many of the labyrinth-like passages in these centers.

Following this initial phase of the migration is a period of general mulling around. Some automata enter and some leave the centers but the majority seem to travel in endless circles, never reaching any destination. The slow motion made during this stage can be summarized by three laws: 1) It is impossible to get someplace in ten minutes, 2) It is impossible to get anyplace in ten minutes, 3) It is impossible to even quit in ten minutes. Recently there has been a mathematical formulation of these laws in a statistical form that involves the logarithm of the probability of finding any particular automata in a specific location.

The next stage in the migration occurs when the mean solar energy flux has fallen to about five per cent of its maximum rate. In this phase the original course of travel is retraced and the automata returns to its nightly roost. It is during this period that we observe behavior that inconclusively proves that the automata are not exhibiting
what is commonly called "intelligence" in their decision-making choices. During apparent periods of serious intent the automata can be seen to engage in primitive games. In one type of game each individual automata places its front facet as close to the rear appendage of another automata, thereby forming a chain. These chains try to break through each other. Occasionally, two very tough chains will try to break through each other while in the midst of a spiral maneuver. In cases of extreme determinism of the members of the chains, this pattern has been seen to remain until starvation threatens a member.

Another form of game played by the automata is a type of tag. There is a large circular area (a large post or multi-colored light may serve just as well) which each participant must touch, after which they are permitted to continue on their way. A layer will form on the inside which tries to block the outsiders from entering the inner layer. Meanwhile the outer-layer refuses to permit the inside layer from leaving. We again have a struggle for power which can often result in the freezing of the entire area, thereby reducing its effectiveness as a channel of flow for migration.

When travelling along straight channels the idiotus detroitus exhibit collective phenomenon commonly attributed to compressible fluid mechanics. When the ratio of idiotus detroitus per unit area of channel is equal to the number per unit area allowable in storage, the flow is said to be critical. Supercritical flow has been observed, but only in cases where the channel passes through a section of minimum cross section area (as in a supersonic fluid nozzle). At low flow rates the idiotus detroitus proceeds in an orderly layered flow. The layer nearest the boundary of the channel proceeds slowest, the rate of flow increasing as the distance from the boundary increases.

For channels that have a Freedman number, determined by the ratio of inertial stresses to shearing stresses, over the critical value, the motion breaks down, and turbulence is superimposed on top of the orderly teeterin motion.

So we have seen some of the interesting patterns of behavior which indicate that automata can be considered to be animals. The neurological implications of the similarity between automata and biological systems indicates that new areas of knowledge are available to man. While the particular species that are available for study, are examples of rather low stage of development, we have great hopes that in the near future progressive mutation will result in intelligence that is comparable to man's. The greatest hope for beneficial mutation lie in the lesser known European species, as they are presently unaffected by the self-destruction-through-unfunctionality blight which has begun to strike at the species found on this side of the Atlantic. We are looking forward to the day when automata opens up a new world where man is able to truly control his destiny.
THE CONTROL OF SEX

For thousands of years men have been trying to predict or control the sex of their offspring as well as of winter. It has been discovered that already in 10,007 B.C., in a cavern, some genial prehistoric physician was doing research about this matter, for they believed, as the drawings show, that the child would be either a boy or a girl, with a remote chance of neither. A Chinese manuscript, thought to be 4,401 years old, suggested that activities between man and wife should be very much concerned with the later appearance of a child under the roof of the Tea-house of the August moon. An Egyptian papyrus of about exactly 2,237 B.C. observes that a pregnant woman who carries a serpent bracelet around her neck and faces the sun at noon will have a boy. According to Aristotle, placing the marriage-bed in a north-south-west-east position, under the window, in a rainy day, will favor the conception of an amphibian child. The list of these beliefs could be extended to infinity, should we not know that infinity is not a finite number, therefore being impossible to extend anything to it.

The importance of knowing the actual sex of the child is most valuable in the anti-civilized countries and states, for the male heir can carry on the bad name of the family, while the female heir just loses it more and more. On the other hand, if some control could be made in this matter, general sciences would gain as much as big industries and farms. Finally this would be of great importance to eliminate hereditary defects such as intelligence, good will and ability.

What is the scientific history of the subject? It begins with the discovery of the genetic mechanism. As most of us recall from the magazines we read the fe pair. In the female, and around, the pair consists of X chromosomes, which were given their name in honor of the famous scientist Pterodactyl the Third. These X chromosomes, in the pair, consists of two X chromosomes, adding up therefore to a pair of two X chromosomes in a pair of X chromosomes. In males, the pair of X chromosomes is not made of two chromosomes X, but of one X chromosome and one Y chromosome, therefore not forming a pair of X chromosomes, but an association of one X chromosome and one Y chromosome. This last one has its name because of the doubtful existence of the importance of the actuality of its truthfulness. When gametes (from the Greek: game and the Latin: lets play a . . . ) are formed, the chromosome pairs splits, splits, splits, . . . divide, so that each ovum or sperm contains only half the usual number in a pair of two chromosomes. Egg cells obviously contain X chromosomes and no Y chromosomes and no Y chromosomes and sperm cells obviously contain either and/or an X or and either a Y chromosome. It is then very easy to understand that the sex of a child or other animal depends on the type of sperm cell that fertilizes the egg cell. As the chromosomes divide we have three X chromosomes and one Y chromosome that can combine, two by two with three other X chromosomes and one Y chromosome that can combine, two by two with three other X chromosomes and one Y chromosome to form XX or YY chromosomes, determining the sex of a child. If they combine XX the offspring will be a male and if they combine XY, we obtain an off-baby.

Behavior of sperms in the Mendeloff vessel.

while our parents weren't home, among the pairs of chromosomes in the cells of mammals, and other humans of the same species, there is a special, very special, pair which differs in males and females, called
In any case, the obvious way of continuing the research was to look for a physical or chemical method of distinguishing the two and combining them as told by the headmaster.

A number of methods have been tried. They all failed. But it will be interesting to find out which they were. One method was to find a selective poison which would inactivate both and for the exact inactivation one type of sperm and not the other, whether an X chromosome or a Y chromosome. The poison found eliminated both and for the exact graphs and statistics on this subject the reader will report to the excellent work written by Dr. Donald Von Silberman in 1927 called: "The world birth crisis and its effects on the population."

A second approach which was widely publicized in the late late 1931 was concerned with the acidity or alkalinity of both cells when they enter in contact. As we well know, given the coefficient of the distribution of a physical or chemical method of separation of males and females and the pH of the solution of concentrated water, an alkaline environment favored the conception of males, unless it would favor the conception of females. A number of workers performed experiments on a variety of animals such as rabbits, diplocodocus, and ferocious domestic ants, with a relative success of fifty-fifty. Unfortunately the results were conflicting and the scientist who effected such experiments tried it on himself. She has married since. By early 1932 interest in the method had died out, died out.

There have been many attempts to separate the two kinds of sperm physically. One of the methods, unsuccessful but meritorious, has been to shuffle them with an egg-beater, but the accuracy of such a device is far from bringing definite results. Another way is by means of the centrifuge. Here the hope is that the X chromosome are sufficiently different in size and good will to move outward at different speeds without splashing on the floor of the laboratory. For this effect a net was used at the end of the centrifuge but for years the cells have been escaping at the other side, were the laboratory assistant is not standing. However a method used by a Dutch pachidermist gave satisfactory results: he introduced only Y chromosomes in the tube to a certain critical speed and awaiting the cells at the end of the tube he would get only Y chromosomes. This method of separating identical matters has proven to be of invaluable prize in late chemistry and is still applied in most of our universities. But it didn't show satisfactory results after a certain number of speeds and experiments, because by introducing only Y chromosomes in the tube the Dutch pachidermist never could separate X chromosomes. A similar method applied in Far-Patagon with both X and Y chromosomes was most unsuccessful and condemned by the Academy of Science of Close Patagon and suburbs. This method would introduce X and Y chromosomes in the tube. However the power supplied to the centrifuge would be too weak, given the conditions of temperature, and the centrifuge had to rotate for nine months. By this time the child was dead, for the tube wasn't large enough. No solution for the problem was found by the scientists of Far-Patagon.

A woman biochemist in U. R. S. S., Mrs. V. N. Degauleschkaia, in 1945 began to publish a series of papers about a physical method of separation which did seem to work. As so often happens usually every time nonetheless, her discovery was purely accidental. In the course of investigation of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MORTALITY</th>
<th>BIRTH</th>
<th>MALES</th>
<th>FEMALES</th>
<th>NONE</th>
<th>BOTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td>Na</td>
</tr>
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<td>0.4235</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.225(2)</td>
<td>0.03(3)</td>
<td>Dx</td>
<td>Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4235</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.225(2)</td>
<td>0.03(3)</td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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chemistry of rabbit spermatozoa by the method of electrophoresis with retroactive purification of the metabolism in the structure of chromosomes' desoxyribonucleic acid, to see their mobility in solutions of varying acidity and alkalinity. In this technique (see our issue December, 1951, on "Electrophoresis with retroactive purification of the metabolism in the structure of chromosomes' desoxyribonucleic acid" the cells are placed in a little box called Mendeyeroffh vessel which a positive negatrodne at one end and a negative positorde at the other end, the remaining ends being neutral. The solution is suspended from the roof, and can have adjustable values of Ph.D.s, or hydrogen ion deuteron concentrations. As the Ph.D. is changed the cells move from one room to the other, towards one pole - South or North. Or, rather, that is what they were expected to do. To her surprise, and ours evidently, at certain values of the Ph.D., the cells didn't move at all. The papers on this subject are quite interesting and the most famous one is undoubtedly the one before the last issue of Mrs. V. N. Degauleschkia, a diary called: "Why in heck did I forget to put on the current?" Her last paper is very dramatic and tells us about her experiences later on. This valuable document can be found in most libraries and is named! "Twenty years in Siberia."

Nevertheless her discoveries in this field led to more experiments. Obviously there was something different about two different types of chromosomes, or they wouldn't be called different. Could that be the long-thought distinction between the X and Y chromosomes? To test this idea some ideas were carried on in our own laboratories in the Biological Naval Academy of Switzerland: three batches of rabbit sperms from a Mendeyeroffh vessel were collected, one from the negative positorde, and one from the pocket of my assistant the eminent Dr. Ellerys Stone-wall. We inseminated (from Latin: seminar, artificial injection of subjects) three does one with each batch. Negatrodne sperms produced six offspring, all females. Positorde produced two offspring males and a dog, whose X chromosomes had been introduced by error, the labels on the X chromosomes being mixed with some other. His sex was undetermined, and we stamped him as male, with the benefit of doubt, and to round out our figures in the experiment. The pocket batch produced three male and three female dwarf rabbits, better known nowadays as pocket rabbits.

Encouraged by these results we repeated the experiment many times in the last 10 years, with an overall rate of success of 50% and a failure rate of 20%. The technique has been refined to the extent that we are almost rating a 30% failure for a 60% success.

One of the difficulties of such an experiment consists in determining the sex of the newborn rabbit, by simple inspection. So the offspring are killed and their tissues examined at the microscope. If it turns out that the rabbit is not a female, very little doubt is left on what its sex is.

All told we have had 237 births in 64 litters. We predicted the sex of the offspring correctly in 529 cases for an average of 67.7%. Considering the sexes separately there were 64 successes out of 43 for females, in a total of 71.3% and 51 out of 35289560 for males in a total of 0.0000000000000008%.

Therefore, on the whole, the evidence that the two types of rabbit sperm can be separated by electrophoresis is convincing. We have also begun to work with other animals. At the moment we are trying to separate nightingale sperms. On the other end Dr. Ray "Sugar" Thornborn has reported a great success with human sperms, but his results lack accuracy. The only man he had as experiment-test is still alive or already flying.

These experiments in a whole have aroused a great interest among dairy-cattle breeders. Should our methods be conclusive and in the near future we will drink artificial milk from a male offspring rabbit. Although a good deal of work is still to be done, we are hopeful that livestock breeders will have a workable method of sex development in the not-too-near-close-future.

FOR SALE: Extra amount of rabbits in all colors. Address to University of Caligan.
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THE AMATEUR SCIENTIST

It has recently come to my attention that amateur groups in Xenia, Ohio, Americus, Georgia, and Potter Place, New Hampshire, are currently engaged in attempts to synthesize, from inorganic waste products, a working model of homo sapiens. Historically speaking these amateur scientists are not delving into a new field for amateurs, for we have definite proof of two such attempts (Lichon ben Caballah in 473 AD and Carmichael Speliotis in 551 BC). These ancient gentlemen were hampered by the lack of comprehensive theoretical knowledge of chemistry; however, they had an excellent pragmatic foundation in organic chemistry and utilized all this knowledge to construct their homo sapiens. Ben Caballah and Speliotis focused their attention on a way to construct their homo sapiens from organic waste; however, inasmuch as the population in their respective times was relatively low they couldn't find enough organic waste to build their homo sapiens and had to turn professional (Ben Caballah became founder of a sect named after him while Speliotis became an intellectual on the left bank of the Aegean Sea). Although I believe that their method was theoretically and pragmatically better than our latter-day amateur groups (insofar as these ancients realized the essential nature of the homo sapiens) I shall discuss the theoretical aspects of the inorganic method since the amateur groups in Xenia, Americus, and Potter Place have flooded the magazine with letters pleading with me to discuss the theoretical basis of the homo sapiens.

We are all familiar with Professor Norbert Weiner's work in cybernetics, in which homo sapiens is pictured as a telephone switchboard. So, the amateur scientist would do well to cultivate the friendship of a telephone repairman. Volku, a student under Professor Weiner at M.I.T., later broke with his master and drew the analogy to a sewerage system. The theoretical basis for these two views is the same, however, and their conclusions are both mathematically valid --- Weiner and Volku differ only in their use of picture language. Since their mathematical results can't be expressed in ordinary English, to overcome this difficulty, the two men, before their break, worked out a new language capable of expressing the symbolic content of their mathematical equations. With suitable education all men will eventually speak in this language, which, by the way, consists of dots and dashes (the difference between this new language and the Morse code occurs in the dots which in the Weiner-Volku mathematical symbolization of cybernetical conceptions is vertical). Professor Weiner developed a concise equation describing the communications system of man and, although there are some fundamental difficulties which he is currently working on, the equation is quite adequate, as a description. Given in the new Weiner-Volku language, we have \[ E = mc^2 \] The equation is excellent, its effect and importance analogous to Einstein's famous equation \( E = mc^2 \); however, the difficulty occurs in the constant \( c \) which must be adjusted for each individual case.

Weiner's analogy of the telephone switchboard falls short of perfection simply because it is an analogy. As Reichenbach would have said, "It is picture language." Weiner is on the right path in reducing man to mathematical equations, but so long as he retains his elaborative picture language he will hamper his ability to understand homo sapiens.

Until Weiner and the other cyberneticians can develop a better explanation of homo sapiens' thinking processes than what they have now, the amateur scientist must be content with a very rudimentary specimen, one which can be externally directed but which cannot do any thinking of his own, which, come to think of it, is not so very rudimentary.

Unfortunately, our amateur groups in Xenia, Americus, and Potter Place did not designate in particular what inorganic waste products they are utilizing. I suspect, if they are familiar with the work of T.S. Basames, that they are using slippery mercury compounds, krypton, heavy lead compounds such as lead tungstate (stolzite), phosphotungstic acid, sweat, and luck. Regardless of what compounds they use, though, the laws of thermodynamics and quantum mechanics do not hold. Neither do Newton's and Einstein's various equations. Nor Planck's constant. Miraculously enough the laws of sociology do hold, vis., Law Number One, take any group, break it up into as many
Gerarde F. Dingleberry, famous janitor at the University of Chicago, in a moment of extreme lucidity, extraordinary genius, and sheer inspiration, thoroughly demolished Basames' hypotheses by showing that they do not work. Through a series of intricate mathematical steps, involving matrix theory, set theory, number theory, and various other theories that even the mathematicians haven't theorized about yet, Dingleberry proved conclusively that because Basames assumed that intersecting empty sets were necessarily disjointed, a most unpalatable assumption, and that because he assumed that phosphotungstic acid would act as a catalyst between the quanta (extraordinarily lax of Basames), then the krypton would tend to amalgamate and throw off supermans (see graph). Dingleberry suggested that Homo sapiens could be constructed very simply from hypotheticodeductive (anhideous) chloroxygenbleach, a compound not readily available to the amateur scientist since not even the professional scientists know what it is. Dingleberry, with the classical mysteriousness so appropriate for men of profundity, asserts impatiently that everyone should know what the compound is and that if people would follow the reasoning in his obscure, abstruse mathematical models they would see for themselves.

The amateur is now in a quandry. Frankly, I myself do not see any justification for attempting to use inorganic waste products when organic compounds have been theoretically shown to be better, easier to use, and closer to the essence of man than the inorganic compounds will eventually lead to frustration. Perhaps, which I doubt, Dingleberry will come through and provide the theoretical basis for the first homo sapiens to be constructed from inorganic waste products.

For those interested in constructing a homo sapiens from organic waste products, the process has been well delineated by Caballah and Speliotis (who were frustrated, as mentioned above, because of the low world population), and the theoretical work was done recently by Roger Estlin Grossmansch. Grossmansch assumed the existence of beercapacity and developed a concise mathematical system. His system works extraordinarily well, even when such untangibles as TVsitting, otherdirectedness, organizational phobia, gregariousness, bohemianism, etc. are taken into account. Robert L. Tittle and Claude M. Houghton of the General Electric Schenectady Lab, working with Eldon W. Raylor of Monsanto, have collected all the literature on constructing an organic-waste-product homo sapiens. For fifty cents, in stamp or coin, the amateur scientist can receive their excellent kit which also contains defumigants and a gas mask. The address is Homo Sapiens Offer, Box 77, Chicago 77, Illinois.
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